Asset management
analytics and visualisation
Get the best from your asset
management systems

Meet your targets
If you have water or wastewater infrastructure,
how do you meet your regulated Levels of Service (LoS)
or Desired Levels of Service?
Following the IIMM and IPWEA practice notes helps,
but there’s a faster, easier way to work with your
data so you meet your environmental, financial, and
customer satisfaction targets - the triple bottom line.
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The easy way
The easy way to do it is with a software package that:
• Incorporates an asset centric information management system for all
of your water and wastewater network data and information
• Helps you create and maintain an asset management plan (AMP)
that records the location and condition of all your assets, that you can update
daily as assets are added, removed, surveyed, or repaired
• Optimizes your capital improvement plans according to your budget
and risk priorities
• Finds problems proactively, and prioritizes and schedules repairs
• Streamlines management of your field crews and makes their recordkeeping easy and quick
• Enables people inside and outside your organization to view and
interact with your data, so everyone’s up to date with a single version
of the truth
• Integrates with your existing asset registers/asset management systems, GIS,
works management systems, SCADA, telemetry, billing and finance systems

Over the years, we have developed
analytics using InfoAsset data to quickly
identify areas of concern and come up
with solutions.
Infrastructure Asset Manager

Western Virginia Water Authority, US

Visit innovyze.com to find out how the Authority made its asset information work for many
diﬀerent roles, from Capital Investment Plan Managers to Customer Service staﬀ
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The solution
Data agnostic analysis and visualisation
InfoAsset software from Innovyze provides this for you. InfoAsset Manager is for daily
use, while InfoAsset Planner is designed for asset renewals and maintenance planning at
the strategic and tactical level. InfoAsset Mobile is optimized for integrated working with
field crews, and InfoAsset Online enables you to share information with people inside and
outside your organization via a web browser.
InfoAsset is data agnostic. Its APIs can connect seamlessly to your existing data sources.
And it’s designed specifically for water, giving you appropriate asset classes and analytics.

A single version of the truth
InfoAsset Manager provides a central source of truth, brokering and compiling data and
information about the asset, including:
• The physical characteristics and location of your assets
• The connectivity between your assets, inspections and surveys
• Incidents and customer complaints
• Work orders and tasks
You can easily see on a map where there are issues and problem hotspots. You simply
zoom in to see the life history of each asset – you can even play relevant CCTV videos.
InfoAsset Online enables you to share the information with anyone you choose, and all they
need is a browser. It’s ideal for improving communications with people inside and outside
your organization – including customers, partners, local authorities, and regulators.
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Collect it in the ﬁeld
InfoAsset Mobile increases the eﬃciency of data collection significantly. Crews receive
their schedules, do their work, and report back, all using the mobile application. There’s no
bottleneck of laborious paper reporting and data entry back at the oﬃce, with the risks of
records getting lost and data being mis-keyed. The new data is available to all InfoAsset
Manager users immediately.
InfoAsset Mobile also provides scheduling tools for crews, and enables oﬃce-based
colleagues to monitor the progress of surveys and maintenance without interrupting the
crews. It’s a great solution for simple form-based data entry in the oﬃce as well.

Analysis for action
The powerful analytics in InfoAsset Planner help you identify:
• Which assets are critical, by developing a risk profile
• Which assets need interventions, in priority order
• How and where to best spend your budget
• Whether your surveying, cleaning, and ﬂushing programs can be more eﬃcient
• Whether your contractors are achieving their targets
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Asset management solutions
InfoAsset is a powerful, multi-user software platform purposely built for the management of water, sewer
and stormwater networks and other user-defined enterprise civil assets. It uses the very latest in master
database technology with in-built validation and audit tools to provide a single reliable dataset for both dayto-day operational decisions and long-term asset management analytics.

InfoAsset Manager

For daily management of your assets
Stores, manages and analyzes information about your assets including surveys and repairs.
You can see at a glance on a map where there are problem hotspots and create work orders.

InfoAsset Planner
For planning capital works

Enables you to prioritize projects so you get the best from your budget and the time available.
Generates work orders for crews.

InfoAsset Online

For your co-workers and colleagues
Enables you to share information about your assets with anyone you choose,
via a simple web interface.

InfoAsset Mobile
For ﬁeld work

Your crews receive their work schedules and record their work using the mobile application.
They’re in the loop, and there’s no risk of losing or mis-keying records back at the oﬃce,
removing a significant bottleneck.
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Training and support
Comprehensive support from InfoCare
Support and maintenance from Innovyze
Our comprehensive customer support and software maintenance program oﬀers expert
assistance, accelerated learning, and timely and unlimited technical and engineering support.

Expert training
Get expert training and professional development
from Innovyze’s water engineering professionals.
They’ll help you make the best use of your software, and share tips and use cases, in our
wide range of training courses, live webinars and on-demand webinars.
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How to choose
asset management software
When you’re looking at asset management, check that the software you’re considering:
• Is conﬁgured for water and wastewater
• Is biographical and asset-centric – it stores, displays, and analyzes the whole life history of your assets
• Empowers you to make proactive, prioritized decisions
• Gives you defensible plans
• Enables you to meet your performance, ﬁnancial and environmental targets

We can help identify the best solution for your particular needs – just get in touch.
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Get in touch
Our Australia office and our channel partners are here
to help you get the most from your water systems.

+61 (0) 7 5506 5700
sales-asiapac@innovyze.com

To find a channel partner near you, visit innovyze.com channel-partners

Empowering water experts
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Innovyze empowers water professionals around the world to create, manage,
and maintain water services. We are the global leader in water infrastructure data
analytics software, providing enduring support for customer success.

